The NCLEX Exam assesses the knowledge, skills, and abilities that are essential for an entry-level nurse to use in order to meet the needs of clients — which involves the promotion, maintenance, or restoration of health. The NCLEX ensures individuals who study nursing have the competencies needed to safely and effectively practice as an entry-level registered nurse. Since the passing standard went into effect in April 2005, the test is harder than ever.

WHAT’S COVERED

The NCLEX-RN exam is a computer-based exam for first time test takers. It takes at least 12-18 months for a test item to become operational. Finally, after passing the exam, outlining the content to be tested. The number of questions a candidate encounters has no direct correlation to passing or failing. The average test-taker answers 119 questions before a pass or fail is determined.

HOW AN NCLEX QUESTION IS BORN

A topic area is all of the questions that are related to a particular subject.

Every area on the exam has a set of questions that are based on a topic area.

Since the passing standard went into effect in April 2005, the test is harder than ever.

WHAT’S MEASURED

The test is computerized adaptive test (CAT).

Each candidate’s exam is unique because it is assembled interactively as the examination proceeds. The testing time is limited to 6 hours, including the tutorial, sample questions, and 5 minutes.

WHAT TYPES OF QUESTIONS ARE USED?

There are three areas of mathematics involved in the exam:

- NCLEX/hyphen.caseRN
- Long Answer: Short Answer:
- which requires more complex thought processing.
- which is application or higher levels of cognitive ability,
- practice of nursing requires application of knowledge,